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  Exhale is a meditaiton place that allow you to stay 
away from busy urban enviornment, free yourself, 
clear you mind. By meditation, we hope that you 
can find a better way to solve problems in your life.

  Rethink about sustainbility project not as a 
kind of building that spent great amounts money 
on constructions which are attached with solar 
panles and etc. It can be a project that is really 
low-tech but explore about the efficiency of 
material usage and can be rebuiled in any other 
place around the world. 

Design Aspects:

Sustainbility Aspects:
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Average Wind (Mph): 7 miles/ Per Hour



Target Audience

We want people to take a 
break from their busy urban 
enviornment, take a trip to 
nature. Retreat for a while.



Once a customer has booked for a 
resevation, we will mail him our little 
gifts: A little journal, a soundtrack 
and a little take away of our 
meditation retreat.

What’s in our user 
guide package?

A soundtrack of meditative music. A journal that customers can record 
those problems that bother them.

A takeway that focus on the  message of 
this project. Rethink Sustainbility.





Enjoy the music on the 
way. Calm yourself.



Write down to forget.







Now, reopen the journal when you leave this 
place. Are those problems still exist? Or, you 
already find solutions for them, or you changed 
your mind about that? Either way, we wish you 
had a great time and be optimistic. 



We have a little takeaway for our customers. 
Rethink about sustainbility project: spent 
less money and less material and create less 
environmental impacts. In addition, we are 
introducing our project and looking forward if 
anyone wants to join us and have it relocated in 
different place around the world.

It’s more easy to send the recipe than sending the cake.

                                                                                                - Alastair Parvin
                                                                                                  Wiki House



Exploded Axononmetric
Overall, it will takes about 10 maple lumber ( 30’ 
x 2’ x 6”) , 16 maple lumber ( 30’ x 2’ x3”) and 90 
maple plywood (4’ x 8’ x 1/2”). If anybody else 
wants to rebuild this place in their ideal location. 
As long as they have the files of this construction. 
They can rebuild it as soon as possibile.



Use Maple lumber for 
most of the structure. 

Length: 30’
Width: 2’
Thickness: 6”

Use Maple plywood 
for curved pieces.

Length: 8’
Width: 4’
Thckness: 1/2”

Wasted Materials: Wasted Materials:

Length: 14’
Width: 11’
Thickness: 6”

Use Maple lumber for 
most of the structure. 

Length: 30’
Width: 2’
Thickness: 3”

Length: 14’
Width: 11’
Thickness: 3”

Use Maple plywood 
for curved pieces.

Length: 8’
Width: 4’
Thckness: 1/2”

These Wasted Materials will be 
used forthe flooring. Composite 
woodflooring, we can save 
great amount of materials 
without just purchasing.Cut Samples and layout:



There are people that produce recycled plastic rugs for their living. They 
collect plastic bags and weave them to become a recycled plastic rug. It is 
possibile that we cen even order them online and I believe that we can even 
make customized one since there are even art show about it. The duralbility 
really depends on the thickness of the material, generally, even under the 
effect of sea wind, if it’s thick engouh, it could really last for at least a year. Recycled Plastic Rugs



Lexan is a beautiful material to filter light but also allow enough 
light to enter in the space. Moreover, since my site is always facing 
South, it can provide good enough daylighting that we can reduce 
the amount of electricity that we are using for a day.

Pros: Filter Light/ Recycled.
Cons: Not very good with extreme weather 
changes.

Air Flow:Rain Drop:”Under Sunlight:”

Lexan



10-kw micro wind-turbines  

Use about 5 kw per person.  Can be used for maximum of two people. 

Average wind mph: 7 miles/ per hour 

10-kw mirco wind-turbines can 
provide 10,000 kwh for a year.  

5 kw x 365 = 1,825 -kw 10,000 kw5 x 1,825 = 9,125 -kw

Micro Wind Turbines:

Since the site is locating near by the sea, 
instead of using solar panel, I believe that 
mirco wind turbines is more apporpriate for this 
situation. The mirco wind-turbines can produce 
enough energy for five person for a year.  



N

Filter

U/V Filter

Water Storage

To distribution

Composite Toilet

Wind Turbines Placement

Lexan: Filter Light and reduce 
amount of energy usage during
daytime.

Structure Wall System: 
Interlocking

Floor Panels that are builded by 
wasted materials from maple lumber 
CNC maple plywood

Reduce amount of 
water usage.

Bedroom

Living

Shower / Loo

Overall Elements:

Since the site is locating near by the sea, 
we are using desalination system for our 
washroom and shower, however, we deicde to 
use composite toilet to reduce the amount of 
unecessary water usage.  

Recycled plastic rugs
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